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ABSTRACT
If we discuss classifiers in very gent-tal term!!, proh:lbly nil InngullKl.'!1 hl\VC
classifiers. Under close examination or cl3S.~ifiprs, it is discovered thnt then' afl"
two basic kinds of classifiers: ml'Dsural da.<;sifil!rs and sorbl c1assiricu
(LYODS:ln77). The term 'classifier I:Lnguage' is normally restricted to langUl\gl'!1
with sortal classifiers: such languages are rrequenUy found in Soutbust A"in.
Mandarin is the oHieial language of China, ~pokcn regionally in the
Northern part 01 China. The language is exceptionally rich in c1l\Ssifiets. Modl!rn
Mandarin dictionarie~ list about 150 standard classifier!;. In addition there arc
many nouns which are borrowed to s~rvc a.a temporary cIlLS!liriers. The 10111.1
Dumber of clwiriers is over 500 in spoken and wriltcn Mandarin, if we Il.dd in the
I<.>mporary classifiers. The frequenc)' of classifiers has been investigated
(Xiong:Hl71), and it was found that there is one classifier for every 50 charncler.'l.
In literary works, the frequency is even higher: about ao eharacterll for every
cl:lssifier. However, most educated adults commonly conrine themselves to a core
set of a few dozen classifiers.
In Mandarin the use oi a numeral requires the use of a elassirier. Incorrect
use or classifiers renders a sentence 'ungrammatical'. The constituents of the
numeral classifier construction must occur in the order: Numeral·CII"Noun.
Mandarin classifiers include verbal classifiers and noun classifiers. This paper
~onr.('ntrates on noun c1a.o,sificrs.
Spcci;l.iists rind that sortal c1assil'iers are sometimes determined on
pcrc('ptual grounds and the obj~t is assigned to a class with which it shares some
phy~ical characteristic. Such characteristics are rrequently ditrerent sbapes: long,
mund and nat, .....hich are further divided into thick/tbin, big/small, and
flcxihle/rigid.
This thesis has tried to provide a full-scale analysis of Mandarin classifiers
!rnm a. syntactical and a ~clllaulic point of view by a native speaker, and
int.roduce :In intert:'Sting, unt.,uched aspect of classifiers, that bas been treated in
Chaptrr Five. The rhetorical function or classifiers has been neglected by
.~dlOl.1rs, ,1nd there is much to be said on this aspect in Mandarin c1assiriers. The
tlsr or r1a.",sificrs is in part an a.rt lind not just a grammatical convention: people
h:\\'!' \,:t.r)'ing dl'gr('('s or skill in using them. We caD invent as many c1assil'iers as
I\'(' IIN'II (or rh('torit'lll purpcs('s Ilnd these lemporary c1assiriers form an open-
l'ndl'd ~\t't. The rhetorical (unctions of Mandarin classj(jcrs can also express
dif(('r('nt figures of sprcch, e.g., sketching, meta.pbor, simile, metonymy and irony.
W{' fall Ji~tinguish t.he c1assiri('r (rom other parts o( speech by its sometimes
tl'lllark:tbll' rhl'tlJrical runction.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION: USE OF CLASSIFiERS IN
PRESENT DAY MANDARIN
In mod,'rn Chinese, a noun cannot be modified directly by a numeral or a
1II'mnllSlr.1livt:' :lJone: an intt:'rvening classifier must be used, Its use is generally
:l.~stl('i:ltl'd with thl~ quantification or description of nouns and it usually occurs
il11lnt,(!j:llt'ly adj3Cl.'nt to th{' Ilumeral in a measure phrase or in conjunction with
tll'lllonslraliw's, The resulting phrase has three morphemes: number (determiner),
r!;l.,-"jfil'r and nOlln 10 h,! rQullted or descrihed. Generally speaking, the following
."I'lllll'IH'l' i~ pl'rmi~sihll' for their romhin3tion: Q(uantirier} C(lassilierl N(oun).
II) Ji~ng
1\\'0
gongjin
kilogram
you
oil
zhc
'Iwo kilograms of oil'
g,
1hi." (:1
'tbispcrson'
person
Somr llominal l'!a.,.;siri{'rs ran be followed by adjectives. They are usually
l\'pifal nll'nstlral da..;sifil'rs like ch i 'Chinese foot', cu 'Chinese inch', jin 'about a
ptllllHl', li~ng '50 gr.1ms·, gonKiin 'kilogram', mil '0.0667 hectares'.
(3) liang
two
gOllgjin
kilogram
zhong
weighty
'weighing two kilograms'
The nominal classifiers ran he preceded by adjPctiv('s, too.
hiosh i
honest
yi
lir~time
'he honest aUolle'slire'
C'hiorsc dassiricrs arc found both in noun phra.,,('S and Vl'rbal groups. W{!
Illllst not assum(' that bcrausc nominal dassifiers have the syntn<,tic structure Q-
CI-N, the verbal da;.sificrs has a parallel structure Q-C1.V. In fad, vcrllRl
classifiers ort('l1 follow \'erbs. Like noun dassiriers, verhal cla.ssifict!l I'mph:\si1.l· the
quantifitalioll aDd modification of nrbal actions. For instance:
(5) Ii I, lilitili liang
he beat PAST wife two TIME
'It has been twice tbat he beat his wife.'
161 wo xiii. I, tiao
'gave me a scare'
PAST jump
In (51, the vl!rbal dassirier expresses thl! quantification of the verbal action.
In (6), the vf'rbal c135Sirif'r is an exaggl!ration of the action. When I am nervous, I
IO:\Y ~hake a little hit, but I do not jump. Verbal cla.s.!lificf! are drawn from verbs,
nnlln:-lor lhl! subclR...... or temporal words a5S0(iated with verbs.
('I
10)
k3n
look
kin
look
I~i
y1
'have a lock'
liang
two
'look twice'
guo
PAST
'have been bere once'
kao
look
yaD
.y.
bui
tir,ll'
(verbl
(nouD)
(temporal word)
A I"Nb ran Sf!n'e as its own verbal classifier as in (7). BoGY parts such as
)'&0 'eye', jino 'root', kilu 'mouth', qulin 'fist', and bizbaDg 'hand' are usually
Il~Nl wilh rlassi(iC'rs. when tbey Are nouDs, but tbey caD function as verbal
('h.'iSi!irrs and ocrur without classifiers as in (8). Chao (HI68:313) calls them
"regnate objects". F'unctionally, bo.....ever, tbey are not objects; what WM looked
at was not yi yin 'one eye', but somebody or somethin(. The verbal cIlL'llIifier hIlS
a close rel3tionsbip with the verb in the melDing, implying the instrument or thl'
aclion. ya n 'eye' doe:m't go with any verb excJ!pt kim 'look', jiao 'root' with
ti 'kick', kim 'mouth' with ya 0 'bite', qUaD 'rist' I1nd bAihi. og 'hand' with <Ii.
'beat'. However, there is no -ting yi er liste%ne/e3f 'live a I~ten' or 'w~n
yi bi smell/oM/nose 't3ke a smell'.
(10 'I Ii
kick
"
h,
'give him one kick'
jii\O
loot
(10 h) yang jiao
foot
Ii
kick h,
'l,~!t him with root'
Or we C3D adopt Li and Tbompson's uying (I0SI:3501): -Theil! rllrrYl!!
jverbnl e1a.ssiriers) speeiry the extent or duration of an activity and rundion M
adverbial phrases,'
There is II. special kind or verbal e1assiricr which IS fl.'ISOClnted e~pednlly with
~'erb-object roostruetioDs, but differs from the verbal c1:L'I!Iiritrs ahove in that the
Illlter are nol especilllly a.ssocillted with objects and, in the case or intran!litive
"'(~rhs, ha. ...e no other cbjceh at all (Chao:lgBfj:SQ3). The following examples are
t.aken from (:hao's A Crammar of Spoken Chinese:
(II) shuQ hila. --> shuQ liJing jil hua.
S:l.y word --> slOY two CL=senlence word
'say a few words'
y1(12) shia. {'hi ••> shia.
play chess ••> play
pan
CL=game
'play a game of chess'
chi
In thl! YC'rb.ubjc('t constrtlt .ions, the classifier is restricled to jil in (11) and
Il:in in {121.
The :<am(' morpheme sometimes ser...es as both II. noun classifier and a verbal
d:1:<:<iril'T. Take the body parts for example again:
(13a) 1','0 liang jiao
(l3h)
kick two CL=foot (Verbal cl3,ssifier)
'give rnc two kicks'
ji:i.o
CL=root (Noun classifier)
'mud all over the foot'
(14a) yao
bile
wo yi k6"
CL=mouth (Verblll dlL.'\.'iitier)
(l4bl yi
'give me a bite'
k6u
CL=mouth
Ii"
rice (Nounclassiricr)
'a mouthful or rice'
Tbere i3 :.\ way to distinguj~h nominal classiriNs rrom verbal d:L'l.'iiricrs:
\'erbal dassifiers, unlike nominal dassificrs, mllst be dependent on verhs, Here is
a minimal pair:
(151 jingong
alla('k
san
three
zuo
seat
cbenl!:
<:ity
'attack three cities'
(16) jingong
attack
san
three time
cheng
city
'attack tbecitythree times'
The nominal classifier compound sin zuo cheng 'three/!~at/city'can stand
alone without the verb ji ngong 'attack'; the verbal classifier compound sin
(OJ chcn~ 'three/time/city' mu~t depend on the verb. The verbal classifier d
't.ime' hilS a closer r(:lationship with the verb 'attack', tbt'! nominal classifier
wi) 'sent' with the noun 'city'.
Also the order of a nominal classifier compound Number/Classifier/Noun
('an be changed to NOlin/Number/Classifier sometimes in making a list.
(Iii liang ping jill _.> jiu liang p iog
two hottle wine
'two bottles of wine'
...> wine two bottle
(I"' san u:i pijiu
thr('e dozen beer
...>
...>
pijiu
beer
san da
three dozen
'three dozens of beer'
Bul lile gt'Cluell('e of 11 \'rrbal classifier ('ompound ('annot be ('hanged.
(10'
1'01
l'i lIu! .•> bui yi
TIME meeting ••• > meeting ODe
hl! i dianring ••> dianying li
TI~IE film ••> film one
d
TIME
hui
TIME
Chinese has many more nominal classifiers than verba.l c1a.s~ifil'r~, l\S thl!
number of verbal cl:tssifiers is small and its usage is ~eltled, This 1J:\llcr will
concenlra.t.e on the nominal clnssifirrs; the term clilSSifi ... r will he u~('(1 exdusinly
in the sense o( nominal classifier.
Classifiers must occur not only with numbers, but also with d(,lllonstmtiv!$
or certain quantiriers such as zheng 'whole', ji 'how mnny//1 (ew', nuill yi '/1
certain' and mlii 'e\'ery' b('fore the noun (Li & Thompson I{lSLlO·I). Fut inst.anc!':
(21)
'''1
zhlii ge pingguo
this CI apple
'this apple'
nci k.. :ii diulgao
that GI cake
'lhatrake'
(231 zhclIg g, fiillgzi
whole Cl housr.
'the whole house
(241 ben shu
how rr1lJ,ny/a few CI book
'how many/a few books'
m()uyi
:\('crlllin
g'
Cl
ren
person
(26) IIlci
'a certain person'
jian
CI
'e\'ery thing'
shi
thing
Chssiriets :\te monosyllabic and can he reduplicated to have a rhetorical
fllllclion. There ate ri\'e typl's of reduplicated classiriet phrases, We list them as
r'llln\\',;:
I. (']+('1
The rcdupli('alion )'iclds the meaning 'every', For example: tiao is a
('lassirier referring to a long object like daol/! 'road', When it is reduplicated, tiao
li~\l dao III mcnns 'every road',
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2. Number + Cl + Cl
The number is limited to 'one', expressinp; the ml':lning 'ench'. Fur \'xamph':
yi jiim jilin yirli '(lne/CL/CL/garmcnl' mean!! 'e3fh garmcnt'.
3. Number + Cl + Number +CI
In many cases, the uumber is 'one'. The reduplication yicld~ the ll1l'aning
'one by one'. Sometimes, other numbers larger than 'one' Me permis..ibll'. We
usc this ('crtain Dumber as a unit to count 'one by one'.
(27) ran zhineng yi kim !luu chi
mC:ll only can mouth mouth eat
'c:\t the meal one mouthrull\l a time'
{28) ta zlIa yHli, liang jian liang jian zlia
she make clothes, two CI two C\ make
'When she mahs c!otb(!s, she makes them two by two.'
4. Number + CI + Noun + Number + Cl + Noun
Every dement in this classifier compound is reduplicated. A!l in the ca.~cs
above, tbis structure means 'one by one', It also bas tbe runction of empha.~i9,
11
(2Q) la yi ge ZI yl ge sbuo
I" CI word CI word ~ay
'lie ~aid the words olle by one.' (emphASizing the slowness)
5. Number + CI + you + Number + CI
The number is limited to 'one', you 'again' is inserted between the phrase.
TIle whole phrtlSc plays the role of emphasis.
(30j blmg sheng y; bian you y1 biim
wl\!chma'l's=clnppl'T sound CI again CI
coog heiyc qiao dlli tiinming
(rom dusk strike to dawn
'The sound or watchman's c1a.pper strikes intermittently
(rom dusk to dawn'.
The fi\'l! types of reduplication are descriptive and emphatic. They O<'cur
both in llpokcn Chinese and literary style.
Temporal words 'nigbt, day, week, year, hour' form a (uzzy set in the study
of clns.~iri('D. opinion being divided as 10 whether they should be treated as nouns
or d~ssiriNs, Some people say they are nouns which never take classifiers. Other
pl'opll' think that they are classifiers without head nouns. I am inclined to !olJow
12
the second opin:o::l. Since temporal words denote time, \I.e l'on~id('r 'timp' as the
head noun shute. by Ihe c\:usifiers which C!Xprcss the specific timC', The h"ild
noun, being understood through tbe clB.<lSirier, is rcdundnllt; <'onsrquenlly we omit
the head noun, and I\S a result, we have independent rla.'l'lifi('r~. !"iuch cIlL~iriN~
bave an advcrbill.! tUllction. lIowever, the head Doun 'time' ~&n he optionally
added, similar to English three hours time. For instance:
I31J ti zhiJ zlli mcigu6 liang nian (sh ijiil Ie
he live in America tWD year (time) PEllfECT
'He has lived in America ror two years (time}.'
[n modern I\fandilrin, the sequence of a number :md II classifier usually
occurs belore a. n(Jun, but tbere llre special CllS('.,'I in which they can rol; ':-> & noun
as in (32) where the Dumber is very complicated an,1 in (33) wher<! tbe u!lage i~
thnt of kel.'ping accounts or making a list:
(a~l xiiiohao yutin dilioQ wU!lhi dun
materialg nrty lon lo ~ixty ton
'consume from fifty to sixty tons flI raw mntcrials'
pingguo
apple
dill,
bag,
rou
pork
san
tbree
ba.ng
pound
'one bag of apples, tbree pounds of pork'
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Chapter 2
A BRIEF mSTORY OF MANDARIN CLASSIFIERS
2.1. Arcbaic Chinese
In Archaic Chinese, when people expressed quantity of 'countable-
'measurable· tllin~, no c1DSSirier WI\S required. The order was simply N1.J1tffiER·
NOUN or NOUN·NUMBER.
(lJ hai zhii jiu
white pig nine
jilt biii zhii
nine wbile pig
The ('mt>rgrncc or ~lnnd3rin classifiers dates ' ....ell nfter the beginning of
fl'rnrdl't1 hislory, in the Shang Dynnsl,y (1400 D.C.), auo! and a balr millennia
Ill'/ore the Christian ern. From the oracle bone records of the Shang DYDMly, we
ran $('C Ihut da."!'iriers ymc extremely rare in the beginning: there were fewer
thull t("11 in normal usng~. They involved mellSuremenls of length, weight,
)'nluml', rIlll(>c!iI'ily, ('onlninment llnd currency. For example, sheng 'litre', you
'nn :tocil'nl, smull-mouthed wine vessel', peDg 'two strings of shells, each
('unl:lining rin· picc('s thai servl.'d as currency', an~ sheng 'group or four horses
Jlulling arhriot' (Huang 1064). Such words rna)" be called mensural classifiers.
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Aller a thousand years, b,. the Zhou Dynasty (JOO6 B.C.• 221 D.C.), the
uumbcr of c1wifiers had reached (orly. Howner, bfl'ause of the ioC'rrLw, mon
than one classifier could be used COt the same noun in the s:une con tnt (Huang
IQ64). For rnmple, d,15sifiers sheng and Hao! were for vehiclt5. On the ollter
hand, differeDt noun, had devdoped different dassificl'5. In the Shnng ('fa,
vehicles and horses shared the dassifier bing. In the Zhou era, tbe da....~ifier li~nl
was used fOt \'chicles, whereas pi WM used for horses. It was in this p<'Tiorl thl
individual c13SSifiC!ts made their first appearance. Individual cli\ssificrs may refrr
exclusively to a single item, or they may dC!fine sels. According to Yan Shun-
ebiu's bypothcsis (BIBSI. before the existence of the d:'l!.~ifiers,when the numher
of chl'lr:tcters tXprcs.~ing the numeral W:lS rdlltivcly long in the quantifying
nominal phr:l.~e, a.s for example 'men 13081 men-, thcspeaker mighl ronsider it
nl'!cess3ry to reull the nominal base. It would be for the sake of this mnemonic
rec:1lllht c1::LSSillers lIrst C:l.me into being ()'au 1088:2(8). This meallll that the
l.'arliesl das.."irier was formed b)' C'Op)'in~ the lIOun with which it wa., ll.<;socialrd,
(or eumpl(' by repe31ing the noun yil which means °jlde-. peoplt~ repl:u"'d yil
b)' u1Ig to a.void this repetition Illuang:I064j,
(2) yit
jacle
yi yu --> yiJ
jade --> jade
)'i wnp;
Here the meaning shift is slight, but it mnrk~ II. ~ilP;nifi(llnt RillYI' in thO!
development of das."ifil'r systems in Archie Chinese.
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In Shang·Zhou inscriptions, tbe sequence of Num + CI was postnomillal.
The rlistrihllti0nal order is -enumerated lIoun/numeraljelassifier". For example,
y:lng liang tOu sheep/two/bead "two sbeep". Dobson (lg74) generalizes the fOfm
of dislribulion as the following;
('laMifjers
f<>n, til
hor
pi
ji
jil
~"iu
Nouns
Coaches, chariots
Humans
Nobles
lIorses
Arrows, poles
Enemies, grades in rank
CaHlr. sheep
Buildings. houses
Coins, ('urios
"lI{'ads' of popublion
Bolts of doth, (,3valryrlltln
Furs. rar('3SSCS
Mats
Books
[k 1.ls, ships
ling
16
Carpets, mll.ls
In the Han Dynasty (200 B.C. - 220 A.D.1 dassifit'15 showed 11 tcndt!ory In
moye hr(ore the noun, but only some len scntenrrs rnn be round with Ihi~ Ilt>W
distribution: "numer:l.l/da.<;sifier!enumetald noun" (lIu3ng:HI61}, f'.g.. )'i piau
fin 'one wooden=dipper drink', Dobson also lisb the cln.q~iriers wilh l.lli~
distribution.
Classiriers
jii-
pi
shu
dnen
Nouns
Otricials.sl'tvants
Ilorsl'S
Trees
Verbal classifiers occur after the lIan period. "Thl'ir purpmw is tu providt.
for the rnunwration of th.: numlll'T of orcurrencl's fJr an MHon, or rot tlH'singling
out of a single ::Jstanrc' (Dobson:11l7·H. The disirillillilln
• ~·crb/nllm('ral/rlilSsifierl. The patli!'st verbal classifirrs guo, fan. kim havl~ thl!
meaning 'n time or turn',
2.2. Middk Chinese
It was in the Dynasty or Wei. Jin, Nan, alld Bl'i (220 A.D.. rl81 A.D.) that
the usage of classifiers began to nourish. Although the sequ~nce of Num + (;1
11
rrcccding the noun uriginated in the Han Dynasty, the postnominal position was
still promil!_('nt. The classifier had independent status and free pO$itiOD. either
prl'ced ing the noun or following the noun. So it wu possible to say rna pi 'horse
el' or pi rna. 'el horse'. In the Dynasty or Wei, Jin, Nan and Sci, the prep0ged
dn.~siri(~r tlt'camC the dominant pattern. This implies that the classifier was
wl!akened from a full word into a fUllctiollll1 morpheme, depending on tbe noun.
From tll('o on, the rln..<;sirier developed into a functional grammatical element.
lrulividu.11 cla.,,~iri(,t~ proliferated (Liu:IQ62). The cJassifit'r system developed to its
rn:llllr<' s!:l.Il;<'. and subsClluent centuries have seen further maturing or the
:! ..1.Modrrn ehint'S("
In SlIlIl. Chin,·s(' da._siricrs .....ent thfOligh three long, slo..... stages: (I)
l'llll'rgplll'l" (2) dt'\'I'I"IJlnl'nt, and (31 malurity (lluang: 1(64). \Ve s('c t.he first
s1.1gl' ill 111(' Shang ~nd ZhOll Dynastir.s: c1:;ssifiers .....ere rare, no more than forty,
;11111 ~ill1lllc' Iltllnbl'rs Wl'fe used tn ('Ollnt quantities. The Han Dynas~y is
transition:!.l hl'lv>'rl'n lhl' rirst and se('ond stage: cl.1Ssitiers increased; people used
t'iUll'r nurno{'rs or rh"~~iril'fS to count quanlit.ies. The Nan Bei period is the true
,!<,\",'lopnll't1tal ~l:'tg(': h{'f(' the majority or cl3Ssifi('rs emerged. Classifiers were
nUfmally f\'quifl'cl \\,h('n \'ounting quantitifs, but orcasioDal1y people still used a
tlllll1lwr withllllt a rlassifil.'f. In the final. mature stage, tbe number or classifiers
18
rellched its peAk, aDd the use of classiriers in collocation with numerals and
deictics is compulsory. There are no more inst:l.nct~ of counting quantities
without clMSiCicrs.
2.4. Traditional Classifier Patterns
The structure of classifiers hl\.'l gone through rOIlf steps:
N, Nnm + Nx: (wheT!! x = ~anwl
ren wu nln
five
2. N Num + (;1
n!n Wil ITo
fivc Cl=mnll!adult
3. i'l Nom + C1
rcn wu gil
five CI=individual
4. Nom
wu
five
+ C1
go
C1
+ N
r~n
,.
In the tirst slage, the clnssificr pvsition was filled by a noun, an exact copy
or tllf' prcrflliing noun hast'. In the second slage, the classifier came into being
..... tlt'r1 lile duplicatf'd nnun w,~ transformed into a measure word. Psychologically,
:1 /U'w !('rm is pH,rcrrl'r! to th(' rcprlilion. The Num + CI in a postnominal
1>(J~iliol1 was indcr:endrllt of the noun: a word or a phrase could be inserted
1)('IWI'I'O t!wm. Th~ combination of Num + CI wilhOIt! a noun could function as a
~llhj('ct or an objf'ct. The eln.s.'liricr can also be us£>d witbout a numeral
ES]ll,('jally when the nlllnbllr is yi 'one', it ('an be omitted. For example:
hili peng ._>
hrstow slwll CI -- > b<!Sww shell CL
(CI=IWO strings of shells)
For a long lill1(" paltern 3 and pattern 4 were used interchangeably.
l'altl'rll 3 was morc common in earliest times and pattern 4 more common in
mr"lcrllChinl'Sc.
Both dCHlopmcntnl1y nnd historically, therefore, we fiDd the following
trrnds.
L Mcnsural clnssiriers appcar before individual c1assiriers or sottal classifiers.
This f:l('t It'nds support. to CreeD berg's bypothesis that classifiers developed from
lilt' '·xpr('S.~ion or quantitr (lgi2l and Erbaugb's proposal: "Historically,
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individual classifiers may originate from ('urn'ncy through l.radr, whl'fr thosl' ;lnd
other it('ms Afe b('ing counted, innntoried and displlh'd" lErb;lugh:Hj~·1:-12l.
CUfrl!lIcy was tlC'('{'ssaril)' orten used individuall}' or roll('('tiv\'ly in ('Xdlilllgl' of
commodities, It is quite reasonable that individual cl1L~sifit'r!l st(,1ll from turrl'lI('Y.
2. Noun cla...~ifiers occur before verb clas.~ifjllrs
3. Nouns exist hefore classifiers,
Classiners derive most commonly from nouns. Tht'rll is no doubt about the
relationship between the noun and the classifier. The earliest echo <'In.'lsifi,,t i~ II
nOlln. When the echo classifiers scp:uated from the noun, the new kind (If sortnl
c!,'lssifiu emerged. In fact, some of the ('artil'sl cla.c;.sificrs arc pictn~rnphie
charaders of the nouns. ::or example, tile classlficr -:t (Cog is similiar to the
noun "f!}'u "jade- in shape. ,'ot surprismgly, some el3ssificr.~ ate hom(Jph()nou.~
with nouns.
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Chapter 3
RECENT VIEWS OF CLASSIFIERS
NUJnf!fal classification is a wide-spread phenomenon in Southeast Asia.
Descriptions or dassificatory sy~tems involving numerals have been published over
the l:l.sl two 0: ~inee jecades fot a number of Southeast Asian languages.
Different concerns lead dirrerent sets of authors to aIrer dirferent suggestion!! for
the classifier system. Greenberg (1072, 1074) claims tbc.t dassifiers add no
information or have no ml'aniog other than 'unit' in a numeral phrase. He derines
c1nssiricts as items ·which are shown to be redundant when translation into a
non-numeral classifier language is carried out" (U)74:84). In Greenberg's scheme,
r!:'ISsirirfs add no meaning to the number phrase. However, such characterization
j~ ;~Uackcd hy many linguists. Erbaugh'.s discussion of Chinese numeral
d:L',sifi('ation, of which 16% of the shifts were meaningful, refutes the claim of
Grel'nhl'rg that the classifier adds only the meaning of 'unit'. Keith Allan (1977)
11I-rincs classifiers according to three criteria: 1) they occur as morphemes in
surr:H'C structures under specifiable conditions 2) they have ml'.aning 3) they
c1a.ssiry nouns according to thc inhercnt characteristics of the entities to which
they refer. He disagrees with Greenberg's view by saying that if classifiers were
nwnningll'SS, the usc of dirrerent classifiers with the same noun would have no
s('manlic effcet, hut in fact it does, and difrerent classifiers are used with the same
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nOUD to focus on diCferent chll.racteristics of the referent (1077:2QO). Greenberg
focusses on the function of classifiers as individulI.Jizers. On the other hand, Allan
Ilnd Erbaugh are mostly concerned with the faet that c1o.s.~iriers predi(,l\tc
something about the nouns they classify. I think we should combine these two
points of view: one function of classifiers having to do with predicating something
aoout the refen.nt. and the other function with iudicatio;. quantity. Considering
only one Mpec:; of the function of c1assiriers can lead to mis-chfUacterizlltioll. Dr.
KillingJey's book on Cantonese classifiers in HI83 seems to be an important recent
work on the topic. In Cbapter 2 she asks the question -do classifiers have
meaning!- According to her opinion, the an~wer is both yes and no. We should
eonsider the possibility that not all classifiers have tbe same degree of semantic
marking. One suggestion she makes is that 'meaning' is fed to the c18.'J9irier from
its surrounding syntax in the NP.
Another controversial issue is the definition of c1l1Ssifiers. In Chinn there arl,!
two schools represented by Chen Wang Dao and Li Jin Xi. In n grammar book
HallY" VII fa Jiaocai (HI50), Li Jin Xi defines classiricrs a.~ a. unit of quantity. In
other words, classifiers are m(!fisural classifiers. Chen Wang DaD (HI7J) questions
the correctness of this definition, because some cllL'lsiriet3 do Dot (IUantify noun!(.
Por example: the classifier zuo, referring to an immovable conlltruction, can go
with a large bridge 6000 metres long as well as a small bridge sloveral metres long.
We use the c1assirier jian for a conference hall in the White HOUJlc and a ~mall
.3
hooth. Their quantity is so diUercot that the classifiers C:ul hardly qualify as
mca.'1utc~. So classifiers include those which 'qualiCy' the noun, as in the exampl~
above, and those which 'quantify' it, lIS in &.l1laoguages. Chen Wang Da calls the
former shape classifiers and the latter mensural classifiers. The mensural
quantification is r:1ore definite tban the shape quantirication.
In recent /(!;l.tS, some scholars are no longer satisfied with the syntactical
and seman tica.l roles of classifiers; they have gone beyond the normal functions of
das.'1jficr nod t.ouched upon tbe rhetorical function of classifiers. Killingley {IQS6)
poinl.s Ollt "Insurricicnt attention has beeD ~iveo in tbe past to the social and
Ils}'chologi<'al aspects of c1assirier usage in languages, and to the ditrerent ways in
which das.~ifiers cnn be deviantly uscd in languages in order to achieve special
I,rrc(';!s.· The devi:J.nt classifier usage expresses different attitudes 00 the speaker's
part, e.g., plnyrub\!ss, disllpprobal,ioo, sarcasm and hostility. Killingley (1986:322)
gi\'1"1i the rollowing cxamplc: daw is used normally in an unmarked sense with a
wide-ranging v:uiety or non-human animate nouns, e.g., nouns rererring to bees,
pigs, and ligers; daw is also ust'd in a marked sense with certain human nOUDS
rrrrrring 10 people to whom onc is not usually favourably disposed, e.g., nOUDS
referring to thieves and prostitutes. The Chinese scbolar Jin Tian Fei (1985)
bril·ny talks about the rhetorical runction of Mandarin c1llSSiriers. He points out
lhat reduplication or the classirier bas the meaning or 'every', as well as
('xaggrration. For example, jin jin jijiao catt})catty/caleulating 'baggle over
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every ounce' describes somebody who is prroccupi<!d with hi~ persona.l g:lin~ and
losses. According to his view, a d3Sllifier caD make an image much more roocrete.
For example: )'1 Iii. geshcllg one/road/sound of song 'n roa.d full of song', yi
qiang re xue one/cavityfwarmfblood 'full of righteou~ llrdour', 'Sound of song'
and 'warm blood' are here somewhat abstrncl; :teter th(>)' combine with the
concrete classifiers 'road' and 'cavity', they become concretized. The rhetorical
rundion of Mandarin classifiers is one of tbe imporl!!.lIt characteristics thnt
distinguish classifiers from other l13r15 of speech. We should be aware of the
normal usage of c10ssiricrs and also of the rhetorical usagc; then we cnn SIl.)' that
we und('Tstand tbe Mandarin clnssiticr syst('m in depth.
According to the common phenomenon that different classifier~ may he used
with the same noun with a corresponding difference in meaning, mnny lingllisl.~,
e.g., J. Peter !Jenny iH176b) lind Karen i,. Adams (IQ73), pl,int oul the
rt'lntionship between 3. classiI:er and a noun. The nOlln as a symbol is imprecise
and its physical referents can have dirrerr.nt enough characteri.~tics that llinl~rent
classifiers are appropriate for them. It is also possiblr. f',r thc .<lam!' rden~nl to be
the topic of conversation, but ror a speaker to usc a different classifier hl~cJ\u:-le
he/she is intercsted ill different qualities of the object in question. It /lillY he 11
writer's or speaker's desire to present an image vividly and to help the tI~rltll~r or
listener see the world in specific ways fAdams LQS6:242-2·131.
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The classifier languages function to place the rererent in two systems of
c1i'\S.'J('s. These t .....o systems are independent of each other in the sense tbat the
situation hcing talked abollt and the speaker's intentions about the information to
he {'nnveYl'd determine the choice of classirier and of noun - tbe classifier need not
he tied to the noun within the linguistic structure itself. Constraints on the
(';ooccurrencc or c1assiriers nod nouns are pragmatic ones arising trom the nature
or t.he physicnl and social world in which they Me used (Denny:lg76:123).
Like sl'Inanlics, in which a word bail a sememe and Jif{~rent meanings or the
word are allosemc!I, a noun rders to a property which is a fundamental eoncept at
t.he undNlying Icw·l, bllt a classifier may refer to an individual OT a set oC
inllividuals which constitute n meaning at the surrace level. The former is
p"TIll:lIHmt lind not directly observable, being stOTed in the subconscious. The
lath'r ill l11o!nent:l.ry lind dirl,'cdy observable to one who speaks the Innguage. For
I'X:II11pll', I go \0 n store to ltuy cigart:>Ul's. The word 'cigarette' must have a Cairly
gl'lll'T;d l11('llning. lIow rrtn tht:> shop assistant not choose something else like
('andy or a rhop rather than cigarettes hom the shelr? L>irrerenl aspects oC the
noun rtrC' ,>;pel'iried through the use oC various classificatory elements. For
('xnmple:
(II xiangyan
stick cigarette
'one dgarette'
2.
(2) y1 bw xiangyin
pack eiga.reUe
'(I. pack of cigl1TcltCiJ'
(3) yi tiao xiangyin
enTtan cigarcUe
'a carton of cigarettes'
1'1 xiang xiar-gyin
box cigarette
'a box of cignrclles'
The choice among classifiers is a matter that must be treated not only as A.
part of the grammar of the language but also as a part of pragml\~ic~.
Several DOUDS can also occur with a particular classifier. In this Cl\.~e, thu
classiricr is polysemous. For example, the functional classifier bi 'gra.,p' refers to
things with bandies.
(5) bi dw
CL=grasp knife
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'3 knife'
The same morpheme bi is also a mensural classirier:
161 ,1 ba mi
CL=grasp rice
'n handful of rice'
One fcnlUrr. of dlLSsifiers tbat is orten noted is their ability to appear as
"nolln ~uhstitutes·. The noun-head can be deleted, if it is already referred to in
au immN.tiatcly prcfcding context. c.g.,
(7) Jiang zhi l:iohu pac d.
two CL tiger EXTENT
'Two tigcr~ run fast.'
y1 zhi you yii.njing
CL 00' bave .y.
(8)
'One of them does not have eyes.'
oi kimdiLo g, "0 let
rou how many CL people PERFECT
'liow many people have you seen t'
liang
two
'Two'
g,
CL
,.
Both the noun rt'D 'people' aod the classifier g~ appear in the question, but
onl}' the dllSSirier in the reply. Once the DQun hu est.ablishl'd the propNly
'people' it is not DCP.ded again.
A classiril!f enD occur with the neutral Doun dongxi 'something' which
shows nothing at all about the shape of the object: thl! speaker !len it for the rirst
time and its name is unL:nown to him. However, the shape of the objCi:l is
G{'5c:ibed by the classifier. The number can be omitted when it is yi 'one',
10j t,a r:!ing sbang zhang
h" breast grow
ying doogxi
bard tbing
'A hard tbiog com~ out on ber breast.'
Ie kuai
PAST CL=square
have CL=rouod both
(10) you
doogxi
zbj
'Iii tiansbaog
yunn
round
bian de
n,t
guo
thing ;,
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sky PAST
'There i3 a round nnd fiat thing which. fiie! through the air.'
Jr grammatici\1 number (single, plural) is marked at all in a classifier
construction, it is lI~ually marked on or by the numeral or the c1a..'lSirier, not on
the nflun. e.g.,
III) ,1 zhi gczi ..> lling zhi
CL pigeon ..> ~ CL
gczi ..> ,1 ill!!. gezi
pigeon ..> 2!i! pigeon
In recenl yearll, some Iinguisu have observed tbat a variety of languages, as
typo]ogi('aIlY'lnd geogu.phically diverse as Mandarin and Jacelte<:, share
strikingl)' similar systems of noun classification. Is this similarity accidental, or
docs it reflect certain underlying forces, such as the categorial operation of human
minds! In fact, c1assirier languages have the richest sources of data concerning
the structure of conceptual calcgori<.'s. Lakorf (IQSS) bas contributed substa.ntially
to this discussion: b~ dc\'clops his notion or ·idea.lized cognitive models·, in terms
or which we organize the world, The rollowing comment was made by Prideaux
(1088:280);
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-Lakar! argut'S strongly for the existence of radial categories, those having
basic or central members plus others which are linked to the ccntral members by
a principle or cbaining. In addition to the Dyirhal category containing rire,
women, and dangerolls things found in the title of the book, Lakofr orren several
other examples, a particularly interesting ODe of which is the Japanese chwificr
J.!2!!. This form is typically used for long thin objects such 3S sticks, cnn~,
pencils, fOll!. But it call also be used to clRs... ify hill! in baseball (by A..'ISO(illtion
from its use fOf classifying bats), telephone calls (made over long, thin wires),
radio and TV programs (like te!(!phon,' calls, but without the wires), rnovi<!S
(which come on reels of long, thin film), and many more. Chl\ining is nn
important cha.racteristic of radial categories since it provides a motivation for
extending a category from central to non-central members-.
Classifiers represent a d~vice existing in various linguistic modalities, serving
to lnbcl an object. The label one chooses is determined by one's perception of the
object, or, vice versa, one's perception of an object is also innueneed by its label.
These features can be allributed to the tact that the underlying meaning of the
bead-noun can be actualized through the surrace meaning of tbe c1llMitier.
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Chapter"
DESCRIPTION OF MANDARIN CLASSIFIERS
Mnndarin classifiers may be divided according to two main semantic
functions: ffil'DSUral rlassifiers and shape c1assiliers. A mensural classifier is exact
nnd extrinsic to the head 1:oun. Constructions of this type are familiar to
~pc3.k('rs of English: '3 pounds of pork'. A shape c1nssifier, on the other band,
requires the presence of some salient perceived or imputed characteristic of the
Msociatcd noun. For example: yi tiau be 'one/CL(=nexible and longl/river',
We enn discuss the c1.1Ssificr ti:iu in English, hut we canDot translate it, for there
i~ no syntnctic or scmnolic equivalent in English. Mensural classifiers appeared
c>3r1it'r th.,n shape c1:lSSiriers. Classifiers mny tirst be quantitative units used with
n wide variety of nouns for 'how much' of something divisible. Secondly, they are
nlso identifiers, stressing the nature as well as the units of a nOUD. Mensural
c1as.o;iriers individunte noun referents according to quantity; shape classifiers
individuate noun referents according to tbe shape.
·1.1. Mensural Classifiers
Mcnsural rlassifiers are found in almost every language. The quantity
indicnleJ by mensural classifiers is eitber precise or imprecise. Standard e1assifiers
nrc prerise; containmrnt c1llSsifiers and some group classifiers are imprecise.
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4.1.1. Standard Classifi'!rl
The earliest classifiers are mensural c1assiriers, more definitely, standard
classifiers. They are measures proper and state exact amoun15 or length, weight
and volume. The following ate typical standard c1ll5sifiers:
chi (Chinese) toot
," (Chinese) inch
about a third or a mile
m; meter
gongH kilometer
m' yard
jin about a pound
gongjin kilogram
bang pound
kuai dollar
mall IOccnls
ren cent
Standard classifiers have sta.ndard units. They ("an havl! singll: conacle
Dumber like the other classiriers as well as double concrele Dum her the other
classifiers do not have: Number IjeL l/Number 2/CL :/, where ct 2 i~ the next
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!Irnallcr denomination than CL I. The single concrete number sb' wu reo 'fifteen
ccnts' can be expressed by double concrete number yi mau wu reo onejCL=10
('(!nL~/fivc/CL=cenll'firty cents',
·1.1.2. Containment das...ifiers
With the development of civilisation and variety of lire, the definite
IIIcn.~ural d:lssifiers are not :1.dNjuale fOf all usage: sometimes there is no need to
rder to an exact quantity, and sometimes the illstrument for measurement is not
at hand. As a result cl3Ssifiers for indefinite measurement came ioto use:
(·ont:l.inllU'nl cli1-'isifiers for example. Unlike other mensural classifiers,
('onl.,illmenl, ('Iassincr~ refer less intimately to the lIoun denoting the article
\'lIul:liu('d and more to t.he containers themselves (Killingley:lQ83:41). Yi wan (an
'"rll' howl or rkt·', .lllhough referring ultimately to 11 collection of grains o( rice,
dlW~)(O through the medium of their cllntainml'nt in a container, making the rice
0111' drgrpr more removed than in Ihe cases o( other mensural classirication.
C'nntninnll'nt. d:lS)(Hier~ arc extrinsic withollt inherent relationsbip with the noun
(I) )'i hu sbui
kettle water
':\ kl'ttle of water'
(2) liang
two
'two cups or coifee'
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kirei
corree
Altbough Wf! sa.y tbe container clll.!lsirier can not give 1I~ n. pr('cisl'
measurement, it has a container as its measuring standard. HOWl-vcr, lIH'rc nrc
('Ia.-'sifiers which rarely measure the amount of things. Ilody parts or l'nrlolwd
areas can be used as such classifiers. Unlike other clns.~iriers thcy may liCIt he
preceded hy numerals greater than one, with a special meaning 'all over'
(3) shen
"'
body mild
'm:.....:1 all over the body'
(4) Y' bi huei
dUlil
'dust all over the nose'
(51 Y' liin han
face sweal
10)
3'
'sweat all over the race'
qi
stomach anger
'anger all OVCf the stoma.ch'
y' shou
hand oil
'oil all o\·er the hand'
(8) yi d. shuei
floor water
'3 noorful of water'
The! abov!! all concern surfaces; the following is an example presenting an
('ntire interiority:
(0) W" yin
house smoke
'3 hOlJseful of smoke'
3B
The body parts nrc unique obje~ts, so they never occur as distributive
fp.duplicates. These classifiers or contlliner and body parts nre tempomry
c1assifit'!rs. They are open classl!S and borrowed (rom nouns and are vcry elL"ily
identified witb homophonous nouns.
4.1.3. Group classil'iers
Mcnsural words can also indicate a group or collection of individllll.ls.
Group mensural dassiriers may be either precise or imprecise, too. For instance:
Precise:
(10) y'i dui
pair pigeon
(II) san
three
sbuiing
pair shoe
1'2)
'three pairs or shoes'
yi jidim
dozen egg
'one dozen eggs'
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Imprecise
(13) y; quo rna
herd horse
'a herd of horses'
("I) liang pai shu
two tree
'two rows or trees'
(15) zheng ChUaD zhuzi
whole string pearl
'the whole string of pearls'
(16) zhc dui laji
tbis pile garbage
'this pile of garbage'
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4.2. Shape Classifiers
It is important to Dote that every dassiricr language hllll shape da.<isifim.
Shape is a more important quality than color or Sffi(!U, more E.':L'lily observable, nnd
less cbangeabk According to Adams' invC!lti"alion (lg73:5): -The three mO:it
frequently used plant parts, Le. stalk (tree), fruit, and leaf correspond diredly to
the three basic shapes or long, round and fiat. These shapes lue by rnt the
strongest metaphors which occur in the numeral classirier construction. Since
these three basic shapes originate with tbe plants, it is ohvious that the plants are
the source or this metaphor. We reel that loog and round arc perhaps prior to
C1alRess since in many cases natoeS! appears as length extended in two directions.
One might well vi(!w long and round as obvious s(!xual metaphors.· Since human
perceptions are g(!nl!rallj' .;:milar, Mandarin is no exception and utilizes shape IL~ 1\
major ractor in c1assirictdon. Shape c1as~iriers categorize entities according to
some physical criterion or the associated noun. The shape classifiers have no
relalion with quanlily, They do not establisb the unit to be counted but givl!
addit.ional information about it. Their measurement is indefinitl!. A~ we have
said berore we can use the classifier 'lUO both for a Inrge bridge 6000 metres lonp;
as well as ror a small bridge several metrl!S long. Quantitalively, they are so
dirrerent that the c1assirier can hardly qualify as a mea.~ure.
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Shape c1llSSiriers denote some uJient eharacte.i.slie of the associated nOUD:
characteristics such 8.'1 shape, she, rigidity aDd thickness (Allan IQ77: 301). There
arc thee basic shapes: one-.dimensioIl81, long objects; two-dimensional, nat ones;
thr~dimcnsionI11. round ODes. The basic shape!! can be combined in various ways
and with VatIO'l! secondary parametm to Corm large numbers of classes. These
secondary parameters include 1) rigid or nexible 2) small or large 3) thick or thin.
Tht'! nnl!--dimensional subcategory oHen combines with the category or consistency
such that ·rope-like' is composed of 'one-dimensional" and 'nexible", e.g., river,
snakl', figh and dragoo; ·slick·,like" is composed or ·oDe-dimensional- and
• rigid", e.g., bone, ringer, log and brl;l.ncb, Similll'ly I the two-dimensional
suhrnlegory is further divided into two groups: thick ones like stone, soap, pink
IlRII thin anl'S like leal'C'S, keys, bread, newspaper, paper and bla.nkets, Three-
dimrnsional d.::dri'll1i quickly subdivide into more or les! spherical, rruito-shaped
(\hjrd~, 3..'1 IlPP_.ied to tiny, hard or grain·like ODes. The three-dimension&!
rl:t.",~ifirrs arc llsuall)' rruits, eggs, animals or seeds. Examples are listed below:
1.hi (round and big):
jillilll 'l-gg\ }"anjin 'eye', bcizi 'cup', wan 'bowl'
Ii (round, tiny and hard):
4.
mi 'rice', zidan 'bullet', kouzi 'bllUon', d.ndou 'broAd bun'
Hiu (IODA: and nexibJe):
she 'snake" he 'river', yu 'fish', lOng 'Jragon', fb6ng 'worm'
gen (long and rigid):
huoch6.i 'match" gimzi 'slick', gu!6u 'bone', yiin 'cigarelte', t6ura 'hnir'
kuai Inatand thick):
menban 'door pbnk', {Cilia 'SO:lP', sboubiio 'wristwa.tch', lian 'field', sh iuiu
'stoOl"
piin (fialnnd Ihin}:
mianbio'brcad',yao 'tablet', shure 'leaf, )"vlShi 'ke}'''xiinggan
'smoked beaD curd'
A nvlln need not be dassed by any apparent. intrinsic re;llure; it 1II:l)' Ill!
classed OD the basis of shape, II. prototypical pcrceind one. In Mnnd;uin '''1\It.
eye and (ruit' are all includNI in one el3SS based fill thl!ir wlln(hll'S.~. BUI thi~
class does not include "banana', berause it is not round like Iltangl'.;, oWI,·s, l~tC ..
Another example is ·snake", Proto~ypicaillnimilis IHe tlJrcl..dinumsiuRl\I, but th'!
non-protot}'Pical snake is one-dimensional beullse of itJ loog anll ncxible sh:'III'.
..
There are no secondary qualities like color, taste, smell, sound, which are
important in the semantics. ·Counting requirt'S some distance from the entities to
he grouped because it rl'lquire:s that inclusion in the counted group be based on
~omc obvious similarity or sel ot similarities among tbt. items. Perhaps this tact
m:lkc~ the other sens{'s 11$5 useful because the impressions gained trom them are
morc lime based and transitory. Also the visual impression requires less intimacy
with or c1osl.'ncss to the object WDcerDed.- (Adnffis:lQ73:8j
We have suggested two main semantic functions for M.'ndarin e!a.C;SWCB.
Shape rlassificrs are the description of the cOlllitcd Doun by reretting to its shape,
.1Iul wnsl.'quently do not directly establish the unit to be counted e,g., yi tiio he
= a rivC'r that is long nnd fleX"ible. 1\lensural c1assiriers establish a unit for
"tHlllling pithrr precisely, that is a standard mensural classilicr, or impreri~ely,
that i~ n. tC'mporary ml!nsnral c1assiril!r. Temporary dassiriers are mostly
horwwrd from n'luns. Souns may be disyllabic, but dassifiers are monosyllabic.
Wh<'tl a noun i~ used as a clnssirier, the noun will change rrom disyllabic to
monosyllahic. For instance:
ping1.i
bottle
...>
...>
ping pijiu
bottle teL) beer
'one boule or beer'
7.huiizi
-> yi zbUQ rancai
table -->
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table f'::Lj dish
'one table of dishes'
• Ml'Dsural classifiel1l app('ar to be more meaningful tban ghap", t'lM!lirit'T!I
when viewed in isolation" (Killingley:lgsa:8). The meaning of a mCll!lurnl
classifier ill independent of the counted noun; the menning of a !Ihape c11\...~irier
relates directly to the associated noun. A shape classirier un also be nl'lIlrnlizcll
by the general dllSsi(it>f ge, while a mensural classifier can not. A IIlcnslunl
c!as"irier concerns itself with estimating things by some sort of mt'llSlIU'llll'nt. A
shape clnssifier is a word for tbe shape of a specific object. Their dirrCTrl\cc lie!! in
qualifying the noun C>f quantifying the noun.
·1.3. Functional and Instrumental Classifiers
In addition, some classifications are made on the basis of function: thlly
include tbssiCiers for things with handl~ and instmmllnts we rely on.
functional c1assirier hi 'take hold' is uSlld with N's referring to things gen<.>rn.lly
meant to be used as instruments. These things include many weapon~, domeMlic
equipmenl and some musical instruments. The referents may indeed he held or
may he used for bolding something (Killingley:19S2:10): diu 'knife!" fuzi 'axe',
shanzi 'fan' The instrumental classifier diu 'knife' is llsed with zhi 'paper' lo
denote a quire and with rou 'meal', because we cut paper and meal with a knife;
bi 'pen' is the classifier for zhang 'account' and zi 'character' since account and
ch:uacters are written by a pen.
·1.1. GeneralCJ{!.Ssirier
t\.lnndarin, like most el3S..~irier langunges, also has a general classifier gc for
ohjects; gc is used in an unmarked sense with a great many nouns referring to all
kinds of animate and inanin,ate mental and physical objecls. A learner of
~Ialldarin is rl'adily advised to use ge when in doubt and call ge an all-purpose
da..'isi(i~r. It indictltl's nothing at all about the shape of the object and nothing at
all about its function, but it is specifi<'311y used only for single individual objects
and never for amounts.
.1.5. Classifiers for Single Referent
Finally, I would like to briefly mention the dassifiers which bave only a
single common referent. Tbe total number of th~se classifiers is small. Their
:'Ipl'l':'Ir:l.n('c tHIS a partieular historical reason: all of the objeels referred to by
d:l......"ifi('fs t\rl' highly \'alucd and belong to the upper class. For example, horses
WNC imperial animals, while hats displa)'ed official rank.
Nouns
ben
ding
ju
books
h."
speech
pI
4.6. Conclusion
horses
honored people
Thl! main purpose of this section has been lo show the classifier Syst('lll from
a semantic point of view. Each part is Toughly defined !lnd grouped inlo handy,
but not necess:uily precise, categories. It is not always p()5.~ible to rind an
cxpL:lnation fot the relationship between the noun and the cll\Ssiricr. Some
classification has fossilized conventions that restrict innovation. It i~ often
dirricult to say why a noun ;:~L1. one clllSSirier rather than another. Why a head
of plg and not a head of dog? There are historical reasons, hut nonc available to
the avcrage speaker, who just accepts such things as facls. It is als{) the custom
with certain nouns to select ccrlllir. c1assiriers. [t is well·known that Mnndarin is
dirferent from the other Chinese dialect~ only in the spoken form, ann they Me
almost the same in the written form. However, there exisb a slight difference in
choosing a classifier. For example, for the noun diio 'knife', Mandarin Il~CS the
classifier ba. , wbich is used with N's referring to things meant for some purpose;
Cantonese choosl'S the clBSSifier zhang, which refers to things with a nat ~llrfnCI!
For the cow, Mandarin selects the classifier tou 'head', while Shanghai dialect uses
zhi • which generally refers to a big rOllnd ~bape
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The analysis of the Mandarin classifier system given above is presented in
yisual (orm ill the 'ollowing diagram.
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Chapter 6
RHETORICAL FUNCTION OF CLASSIFIERS
Studies of classifiers have concentrated on the grammatical role of classifiers
Iwd on their semantic interpretations. The rhetorical function of classifiers ha.s
rarely bl'Cll dCM :ibcd. However, in recent yean, some scholars have begun to
t.'lkc an interest in this area. Siew·Yue Killingley (1086) in her paper on -Normal
;tile! Dcvi:lllt ('Inssiri('f Usage In Cantonese" point.9 out the deviant classifier usage
or wi-i. I rail the deviant usage "irony·. The Chinese scholar Jin Tiao rei briefly
l:11k(~d :thollt the rhelorical function of c1assiriers in 1085. He gives the following
(·:tampll': "Liu's wife thinks that it'll soon be New Year, but there is not a!!!i!!.
of ric(' in the t'nrthen jar, not a.l!.!!!£h of salt in tbe pot, not a 4!m! of oil in the
hoult,. So she :l.l.ks her husband to sell the spun cotton yarn and with the money
III huy nl\(' (l.'{'alil,rr of ric!!, two~ of salt and olle bottle of oil." Obviously,
Ihp. st'('olld group of cl3...'iSifiers "dcealitre, pound and bottle" is used to enumerate
Illl' nouns. ror ehe (irs! group of classifiers -grain, pinch and drop", their main
mIl' is nol llll'ftSUremelll. Just three <,lassifiers ean present Il. picture of a penniless
r:lmily: l!ll' lIormal rhssiricrs ean :Hlvanee the language to a highl)· arlistieallevel.
:\n:llysinF; r>.1:lndarin classifil'rs revl'als that the classifier is dynamic and can he
rht'II'ril':'\lIy tlst'd to :'\ehit'\·1' lilrr:lT)" erfed. Figurative description has been made
inln a fint' :trt by Ihl' ChinesI'.
The c1:lSSifiNS used for pinyin!: a rhetorical funrlion nrc all trmporRry Rnt!
borrowed from nouns, adjectives and verbs. They are dirf£'rcnt from th£' OUU'f
classifiers and weak in calculating nn exact quant.ity. The role pla)'ed by the
rhrtorical classifiers is to heip;hten emotional colouring and literary nnvollr, nnd to
dC!scribe the object vividly and vigorously. This rhctoriral runetion mlllnlly
appears in literary works. of(£'rs full St-.lpe to the imagination and may leave ;~
deC!p impression on the reader's mind. Mandarin c1n.~sifif!rs po.'lSess vf\rinus
rhetorical functions: they ma)· be used to stimulate a..'lSoeiations, to illustrate, to
rllistJ laughtC!r, to ornament. More important, they may have an esthdie function.
5.1. Sketching
In th£' world there exist various kinds of ohjects. We can distin~lIish OIlC
from another becacse we know their properties. To sketch them is jll.~t to
rl{'scribe thrir chararlt'fistics as things [cally arc without any l'Xnll;lI;l'fatirJIl lIr
comparison. This gives us a fllndamen1.,1 rcprrsentati"n of l~xpc'riE'rH'l'; :Lrlll W'ol,lc!
I'lln achieve a lirelike feeling for the desrrihrd nhjl'<,L For instancC'·
(II wng shilUpa
CL=square handkerchid
'a handkcrrhid whirh is squarl!'
121 xin Ylli'
CL
'a new moon which ill cutve~'
(CL=curved)
(3) yi wfu>
CL green
shui
water (CL=bend)
II) yi
'11 bend of green water'
CL mosquito-repellent incense (CL=coill
'n !Tlosquito-r{!p£>lIent incl'nse whiC'h is coil(!d'
W{' ~hnilid nul ('"nrn~e the sketching classiril'TS with the shape da.ssiriers,
:llllioup;h l!lllY ;,J1 rpfl'T to physirnl characteristics of objt'cts. Shape classifiers are
"tarulard and r"f(ubr: skl'lrhing rla..~siricrs are It'mpornr)' and borrowed from
11"lln~. adj,'l'liv<,s :1.:.(\ \"('('h5. The (ormt>r is a closed <'lass. while the latter is an
"1H'1l d:\.....~. WI' disfll!'S the physiral rhararlt'ristirs uf :ikc(fhing rJassiriers from
Ilu' rhdnrk.,t nnd llrlislic point of vi'.'w, hut the ph}'skal cb:uaelerislit', of shape
(·1a.~siri('rs in B neutrnllE'\'e1. lI('te is a. minimal pair:
I" rang shoupa
~krtrhing CL handkerrhief
'8 hIlDdkrr<:hier'
161 yi ku1l.i shoupa
shape CL handkerchief
'3 handkl'tchid'
In yi f!illg shoupa. the classifier is emphasized. Tht' bnndktorrhid I1msl Ill'
spread out and shows us a. square shape before our eyes. So yOIl ('an nul sa)' }'i
~ shoupa in a pocket. In yi kuili shoupa, we pay aUention motc' 10 thl' nolln
than to the classifier. Although the shape c1llSsirier knili means 's(llIan~', tuo, thl'
noun mo(Hried by the dassifier do{'S not need to be ~pread out and to show a
s<luatc shape. So we can say yi kllni shoupn in a po('kcl.
;;.2. Simile
A simil!! is, more or less, a ('omp;uison or two things which fl'lwmblp. one
another in some way. A simile images the described object and strikes the
imagination. In Chinese, the rhetorical runction of the simile mILy be realized hy
a classiticI'. The classifier introduces a.n object which is used ILS :l refl'rl'llCe ror the
described object in a comparison. The function or the cla.ssifier is to Inll.kc 11
mental connection with the original meaning odore the eh,:rnent is u~cd :L~ a
c1assiriC!r; this associates the described object with the object displayed by the
t'lassirier. The simile function of classifiers can illustrate the object vividly.
yl shall
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cbuanghu
CL=·fan window
'a window'
1"1 hin
CL=wheel
b6ngri gun
red SUD roll
jinqiti
golden ball
'The led sun is rolling like a golden ball when it rises.'
(a famous saying from Emperor Qian Long)
101 ,1
CL
'tL btllalh of wind'
teug
wind (GL=a threadlike thing)
When th~ window is turned around the axle, it is exactly like a fan we wave
in tlll' h:wd. When the ellSt is fC!d, the sun rises; the sun is as round as a wheel.
'Wind' is rompnred to a threadlike thing: thin, light, faint and temporary.
5.J.Ml'tonymy
A melonymy is a rigure of spee<.'b in which one thing is represented by
:l.nolhrl, not b('C'Quse of 11 resemblnDce, but bel.'ause the one thing is so associated
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with the other that the mind will readily think of the one wben the Ollll.-f is
m~ntioned. 10 this case, the whole of a thing is rcprcs('ntcrl by one of it~ pnrts
which is the most cbaracteristic. This charllcleristir p:Ul ill reptrscntcd hy the
classiricf to refer to the whole thing. The description lays emphMi~ on 11 single
rcature, and thereby achicHs a rhetorical function.
(101
(11)
liang
two
hal
tou
CL=hl.'ad
'Iwolions'
wtii
shizl
lion
liyi"1
hundred CL=lail hig ('arp
'one hundred big carps'
(121 san kou ren
three CL=mouth people
'thtN! people'
(131 shi
le"
reDg
CL=peak
'lenumel.!!'
luotuo
camel
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For a lion, we do bot choos(l such otber parts as a claw, hut a bead 8lJ its
classiricf, nCl.'llUSe the liou's head is very big and its mane stands out. The
(l'rociouN charaeler 01 the lion i.9 renected by its head, which is why the head is
Ils('d n.s a rln.ssificr ror a lion. When a fish swims in the water, its tail swings
constantly. So it is vivid to depict fish according to their tails. We count people
Of pig:< by 'mouth' because 'mouth' is the organ for eating and maintaining life.
So it i.~ suitable for the body to be reprt.'Seoted by the mouth. A camel's back
towl'rs like a mountain's peak: reog 'peak' can be used as II. classifier only for the
flUlwl, since IhC! othr animals do not have the characteristic. The back of the
mmcl is its most striking feature. So we use this part to represent a eame[ and
thus prndul.'e:l. metonymie funetion. Examples (10) - (13) have, however, varying
dl'I!;f('CS of mctl1ph'lri('.1] foree: (IO), for cxnmple, is quite ordinary, and should
prllhnbly be (,L'!'sidcred a dud mctanpn)". Examples (11) and (12) are restricted
In ('('rlnin l'xpr6siH USlIgcS, in place of the nurronl c1assiricNl tia.o=long Oexible in
III), lIud gl'=gen<'r3.1 in (12). The c1:\S!jirier in {l31, by contrast, would never be
!Lpnr,1 in 1·\"t'r}·(l.1)· usal;<'; the normal c1assirier .....ould be t61l 'head'.
A simile is diff{'rl'nt from II mctonjfnY. In the simile, .....e compare things
whifh Rn" similar between two objeets; the relationship between the classifier and
till' lllu,lifit"d noun is n relationship of similarity. In metonymy, their relationship
is thaI I "Iwl"t'n n plIrt and a whole: a c1assirier is used far the description of a part
10 rt'pTl'S('nl a wholl". Th£" l.'haral.'t£"rislic of the objel.'t is eonspiruaus.
5.4. Exaggeration
Exaggeration overstates, magnifying or diminishing an object beyond its
natural bounds. As we said before, the quantity represented by a rh<.'torica\
classifier is not important. So in literary works, a magnirying quantity or a
diminishing quantity can be used to increase an object's images. From 1\0
emotional need, we can exagg(!rate nn object in vnrious ways. The object
represented hy tbe classWtlr is purposely exaggerat(!d beyond its size I\od
importance for the sake of surprise nnd emphasis.
(141 yT tan
CL=bcach blood
'a lot of blood'
(1·\1
"
xiII. I, y; lino
,h, PAST CL=jump
'She was scared:
(16) }'i xiao cuo huai ren
~mall CL=pinch had pl'rJ>lJn
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'8 handful of scoundrels'
117) biin zhO\l
CL=lear smaJl boat
'8 small boat'
When tan 'beach' is used lLS a noun, its area is very large. Here we use tin
'bt!l,ch' a.~ l\ chs~irier and compare the quantity of blood with the size of a beach,
whirh is of course an exaggeration. Its function stresses 8 large amount of blood,
nut sl!vl'r:t1 drops of blood. When we are nervou~ and scared, our body can give a
little start Uow(>\'cr people use 'jump' to describe such a light start; an
(':\:l~~~t'..a:ion o·~ :\lrs as it is net normal fot us to jump in the nit wben we are
sbrl1l'J. Thi.q:s:. kind of exaggeration which magnifies 1;.0 object beyond its
lint ural hounds. The diminutive classifier euo is normally used to refer to small
pOlI'dt'ry stlhs/nnrl's such as snit and soil, but a referenCe! to a person as 'pinch'
l'xpn'$$\'S {'ollirmpt; Ih('ir strength like a pinch of powder is looked down upon,
Tn (,Olllp:m.' wilh the ri\'t'r and sea, a boat seems \'cry small: the boat may be
{'\ln~id\'n'd diminish('d to a h'ar in the sense perception. This iJ a kind of
l'x:lgg\'rntioll which diminishes an objE'ct beyond the truth.
5.
CIBSlIitier! can express 1\ range of teelings and attitudes on the lIpcakcr',
part, e.g., sarcasm, hostility, and irony. There are derogatory cIlL.~irieu like hiing
'gang', huo 'band' whi('h usually refer to bad poopl!' like 'sangslen, robb('r~.
thieves, riol.:!rs, lawbreakers'. There arc commendatory dRSSificrll, too. The
cl:lssiricr )'uan t'xpre&'e9 a praising [('cling and combines with a noun like hit jillUg
'brnvc gem-ral'. The dassifier wei is an hODorific c11133irier, used in a formlll way
to indicate the .<Ipeaker'!; wi.<lh to show marked politeDeR5. We rind the lInme thinK
for wei in Cantonese lIS Killingl~y showed in analysing the diffcH'oec beween wei
and go (1086:32·'): ·wei may not be used with nouns referring to people who arc
traditionally rcgardcrl as inferiors, e.g., labourers, f3rml!rs, sl'rvants, nod chilJren.
Ar.d while it woulcl he appropriate to say ocy way mlyan ynur.c1a.·isirier-wifl! in n
mark{'(1 polite register to nn unfamiliar professional culJenglle, it would sound rude
and mOl'king if the lil\me phra.~c were said to a butcher." When iI. tnmnwndatnry
cl:lssifier combines with a derogatory noun, the chssifil'r can ex"rl~SS :l rel~ling or
irony; it intentionally or unintelltionally belies the tenl Im'aninl': nut! l~xprCSSI'S till'
opposite of whnt is said. One may express a satirical f"('ling toward the JlI'rSO"
rdl'rrl!d to by adding an une.<tpecll'd exprt'Ssion of resJlect. WI' "an fillll sllrh
usage in literary works.
118) zhc
thili
wei
GL
3.lll'hiing
unlil'ensed prostitute (CI,-=honlJriril'j
'thIS unlicensed prostitute'
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Another example is wi) which is used normally with Don-buman animate
nOllns, c.g., bird!!, pigs and cnickeDs. WO is also used ironically with certain
hUIII:!.n DOling to express the at.litude of hostility.
(10) yi wo tilfei
nest bandit
'3, lair of bandits'
Ill'fC We! c::In feel a ~cnse of hostility as people wbo are doing bad things afC
cnn'rmH't! to animals. In certain contexts, however, this classifier can express an
ilitimall'rt·1:I.lionship.
(:!O) tii
ho
shi women yi w5z!
people
'He i$ ant' of us.'
Tlil' fUfm will i in (20) is an exlcndl.'d, f('strieting form of .....0.
.",J\.('llllilralion
Till.' spl'akcr's particular desire to gain a special crreet may lead him to use
:1.11 lI11\l~l1al {'ullMalioll. An nbnorrnal collocation of d:L.<:sifier and noun can also
pfllilurl' a rhetorical function. The rollowillg are (!xamples from Xu's paper
jIOS,:OI-iH):
(21) yi chuaD
CL=bO.1.t
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ming
bright moonlight
'a. bn:\tful of bright moonlight'
A boa; is very concrete; moonlight is less so. This abnormal collocatiun ('lUI
show us a sc(!ne in which a bright moonlight shines over the boat, whitt' lhl' hnnt
mov~ through the wa!cr in the moonlight.
(22) Ii haoshi lUO
he good thing do
],
PAST
}'i hUt)('he
tmin
'He did good very much white he took the train.'
"Doing good· ('an not be (,Qunted by trainlo3<1s. Bul herl! this ha.'1 been uSl'd
purposely to present a piclurll or a p<.'rson doing good hom the rTIonwnt hl~ sll'Jls
on the tt'-.m to the mOlllcnt he steps off it.
(23) tade jiin shang p;u3.zhuo yi
his shoulder sling
chuan cbuan klma
CL=string C!.. worries
'One chair: of worries slung OVC!t hi!! shoulder.'
'Worry', as a kind of feeling, cannot he counted by a c1a.'i.~irit'r. 'String'lI.nd
'worry' do not go together. However, it is this unusual collocation that ha.'l II.
5.
~urprising rhetorical effect. Here 'worry' becomes a concrete thing which can be
touched, counted. 110"'" many worries does he have! 'One chain of worries
hanging on his shoulder.' We can imagine how ditrieult his life is. In Chapter
One, J hrieny mClQljoned the descriptive and empha.tic functions of repeating a
dn.'l~ificr. ThL~ r.xample seems to show yet another function: when 8D abstract
noun can not he roulltl~d by a concrete classifier, the classifier can be repeated. It
seems lha~ the second classifier together with tbe abstract noun forms a new
conerete /loun phra.<;e. It is Ibis concrete noun phrase that is tben counted by the
first dn.~siner.
The parIs of SI.ll·('ch can be changed freely in Mandarin. The change of
paris of speech is what results in the temporary c1ll.Ssifiers and the rhetorical
rllnction. Thesl! temporary classifiers have the strongest rhetorical function.
From this we ("110. see that classifiers have developed from only expressing quantity
to thrir lise in vivid :lDd lively representations.
There would nppear to be a trend towards the simplification of classifiers:
many classifiers ..... iIIultimately be replaced by the general clll.'lSifier ge. However,
the general classifier g~ e.g., yi gil yiin will probably Dot supersede the rhetorical
rlossificr yi III yin 'a wisp of smoke'.
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CONCLUSION
Tbis paper discusses cI:lSSifiers in Mandilrin, bricny mentioning the historirnl
development of Mandarin classifiers and concentrating on two main kinds of
c1o.ssitiers: mensural classifiers and shape classifiers. Mensura! classifiers aTe found
ill almost alll8nguages, shape cl&ll!lifiers in many SouthclI.3t Asian I"nglll\g~. Thi!l
paper also mentions recent and ditrcrent views about classiriers, including thos£! of
Grcl!nberg, DenDY, Keith Allan, Erbaugb, and KilHnglcy. Concerning rhetmical
c1nssiriers the discussion is limited to data from Mandarin, but these kinds of
rhetorical classifiers will find echoes in otber e1assirier languages. My purpose in
this part is to suggest avenues to further research work on the rhetorical function
of classifiers in otber classifier languages. This pnper, I hope, will give some idea
or tbe scope of k.:.ndarin classifiers and provoke scholars into re-examining the
rhetorical runctioD o( classi:ie19 in otber languages.
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